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Abstract
In modern (Intel) processors, Last Level Cache (LLC) is divided into multiple slices and an undocumented hashing algorithm (aka Complex Addressing) maps different parts of memory address space among these slices to increase the effective memory bandwidth. After a careful study of Intel’s Complex Addressing, we introduce a slice-aware memory management scheme, wherein frequently used data can be accessed faster via the LLC. Using our proposed scheme, we show that a key-value store can potentially improve its average performance ∼12.2% and ∼11.4% for 100% & 95% GET workloads, respectively. Furthermore, we propose CacheDirector, a network I/O solution which extends Direct Data I/O (DDIO) and places the packet’s header in the slice of the LLC that is closest to the relevant processing core. We implemented CacheDirector as an extension to DPDK and evaluated our proposed solution for latency-critical applications in Network Function Virtualization (NFV) systems. Evaluation results show that CacheDirector makes packet processing faster by reducing tail latencies (90-99th percentiles) by up to 119 µs (∼21.5%) for optimized NFV service chains that are running at 100 Gbps. Finally, we analyze the effectiveness of slice-aware memory management to realize cache isolation.
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1 Introduction
One of the known problems in achieving high performance in computer systems has been the Memory Wall [43], as the gap between Central Processing Unit (CPU) and Direct Random Access Memory (DRAM) speeds has been increasing. One means to mitigate this problem is better utilization of cache memory (a faster, but smaller memory closer to the CPU) in order to reduce the number of DRAM accesses.

This cache memory becomes even more valuable due to the explosion of data and the advent of hundred gigabit per second networks (100/200/400 Gbps) [9]. Introducing faster links exposes processing elements to packets at a higher rate—for instance, a server receiving 64 B packets at a link rate of 100 Gbps has only 5.12 ns to process the packet before the next packet arrives. Unfortunately, accessing DRAM takes ∼60 ns and the performance of the processors is no longer doubling at the earlier rate, making it harder to keep up with the growth in link speeds [4, 58]. In order to achieve link speed processing, it is essential to exploit every opportunity to optimize computer systems. In this regard, Intel introduced Intel Data Direct I/O Technology (DDIO) [53], by which Ethernet controllers and adapters can send/receive I/O data directly to/from Last Level Cache (LLC) in Xeon processors rather than via DRAM. Hence, it is important to shift our focus toward better management of LLC in order to make the most out of it.

This paper presents the results of our study of the non-uniform cache architecture (NUCA) [35] characteristics of LLC in Intel processors where the LLC is divided into multiple slices interconnected via a bi-directional ring bus [84], thus accessing some slices is more expensive in terms of CPU cycles than access to other slices. To exploit these differences in access times, we propose slice-aware memory management that unlocks a hidden potential of LLC to improve the performance of applications and bring greater predictability to systems. Based on our proposed scheme, we present CacheDirector, an extension to DDIO, which enables us to place packets’ headers into the correct LLC slice for user-space packet processing, hence reducing packet processing latency. Fig. 1 shows that CacheDirector can cut the tail latencies (90-99th percentiles) by up to ∼21.5% for highly tuned NFV service chains running at 100 Gbps. This is a significant improvement for such optimized systems.
which can facilitate service providers meeting their Service Level Objectives (SLO). We believe that we are the first to: (i) take a step toward using the current hardware more efficiently in this manner, and (ii) advocate taking advantage of NUCA characteristics in LLC and allowing networking applications to benefit from it.

**Challenges.** We realize slice-aware memory management by exploiting the undocumented Complex Addressing technique used by Intel processors to organize the LLC. This addressing technique distributes memory addresses uniformly over the different slices based on a hash function to increase effective memory bandwidth, while avoiding LLC accesses becoming a bottleneck. However, exploiting Complex Addressing to improve performance is challenging for a number of reasons. First, it requires finding the mapping between different physical addresses and LLC slices. Second, it is difficult to adapt the existing in-memory data structures (e.g., for a protocol stack) to make use of the preferentially placed content (e.g., packets). Finally, we have to find a balance between performance gains due to placing the content in a desirable slice vs. the computational or memory overhead for doing so.

**Contributions.** First, we studied Complex Addressing’s mapping between different portions of DRAM and different LLC slices for two generations of Intel CPU (i.e., Haswell and Skylake) and measured the access time to both local and remote slices. Second, we proposed slice-aware memory management, thoroughly studied its characteristics, and showed its potential benefits. Third, we demonstrated that a key-value store can potentially serve up to 12.2% more requests by employing slice-aware management. Fourth, this paper presents a design & implementation of CacheDirector applied as a network I/O solution that implements slice-aware memory management by carefully mapping the first 64B of a packet (containing the packet’s header) to the slice that is closest to the associated processing core. While doing so, we address the challenge of finding how to incorporate slice-aware placement into the existing Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) [15] data structures without incurring excessive overhead. We evaluated CacheDirector’s performance for latency-critical NFV systems. By using CacheDirector, tail latencies (90-99\textsuperscript{th} percentiles) can be reduced by up to 119\,µs (∼21.5\%) in NFV service chains running at 100\,Gbps. Finally, we showed that slice-aware memory management could provide functionality similar to Cache Allocation Technology (CAT) [51].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. §2 provides necessary background and studies Intel Complex Addressing and the characteristics of different LLC slices regarding access time. §3 elaborates the principle of slice-aware memory management and its potential benefits. Next, §4 presents CacheDirector and discusses its design & implementation as an extension to DPDK; while §5 evaluates CacheDirector’s performance. Moreover, §6 and §7 discuss the portability of our solution and cache isolation via slice-aware memory management. §8 addresses the limitations of our work. Finally, we discuss other efforts relevant to our work and make concluding remarks in §9 and §10, respectively.

## 2 Last Level Cache (LLC)

A computer system is typically comprised of several CPU cores connected to a memory hierarchy. For performance reasons, each CPU needs to fetch instructions and data from the CPU’s cache memory (usually very fast static random-access memory (static RAM or SRAM)), typically located on the same chip. However, this is an expensive resource, thus a computer system utilizes a memory hierarchy of progressively cheaper and slower memory, such as DRAM and (local) secondary storage. The effective memory access time is reduced by caching and retaining recently-used data and instructions. Modern processors implement a hierarchical cache as a level one cache (L1), level two cache (L2), and level 3 cache (L3), also known as the Last Level Cache (LLC). In the studied systems, the L1 and L2 caches are private to each core, while LLC is shared among all CPU cores on a chip. Caches at each level can be divided into storage for instructions and data (see Fig. 2).

We consider the case of a CPU cache that is organized with a minimum unit of a 64\,B cache line. Furthermore, we assume that this cache is n-way set associative (“n” lines form one set). When a CPU needs to access a specific memory address, it checks the different cache levels to determine whether a cache line containing the target address is available. If the data is available in any cache level (aka a cache hit), the memory access will be served from that level of cache. Otherwise, a cache miss occurs and the next level in the cache hierarchy will be examined for the target address. If the target address is unavailable in the LLC, then the CPU requests this data from the main memory. A CPU can implement different cache replacement policies (e.g., different variations of Least Recently Used (LRU) to evict cache lines in order to make room for subsequent requests [55, 80].
The CPU cores and all LLC slices are interconnected by a bi-directional ring bus. However, due to the differences in paths between a given core and the different slices (aka NUCA), accessing data stored in a closer slice is faster than accessing data stored in other slices. §2.2 validates and quantifies this behavior by measuring access times from one core to different LLC slices. Although each of the LLC slices operates and is managed as a standard cache, all slices are addressable and accessible by all cores as a single logical LLC. Additionally, each LLC slice is equipped with Intel’s hardware performance counters which monitor the CBo† (or C-Box) register for each slice, see Fig. 2. Each C-Box can be configured to measure a different event for a slice, e.g., count total number of LLC lookups or number of LLC misses.

The physical memory address determines the slice into which data will be loaded. Intel uses an undocumented hash function that receives the physical address as an input and determines which slice should be associated with that particular address.

2.1 Mapping between Physical Addresses and Slices

There have been many attempts to find the slice mapping and reverse-engineer Intel’s Complex Addressing [1, 27, 39, 42, 61, 84]. In our test system, a server equipped with an Intel Xeon-E5-2667-v3, we followed the approach proposed by Clémentine Maurice, et al. [42]. This approach can be divided into two parts:

Polling. This part is used to find the mapping between different physical addresses and LLC slices. For this, the C-Box counters (see §2) are configured to count all accesses to each slice. Next, a specific physical address is polled several times, thus a C-Box counter showing a larger number of lookups will identify that the slice is mapped to that particular physical address. By applying the same technique to different physical addresses, the mapping will be found. This technique can be applied to any processor with any number of cores, which are equipped with uncore performance monitoring unit (e.g., C-Box counters).

Constructing the hash function. Although using polling is sufficient to learn the mapping, it can be expensive in terms of time. Hence, it would be convenient to know the hash function used in Complex Addressing. According to [42], the LLC hash function for a CPU with 2^n cores can be defined as a XOR of multiple bits. Therefore, one can compare the slices found, acquired by polling, for different addresses that differ in only one bit and then determine whether that bit is part of the hash function or not. If two addresses are mapped to different slices, then that bit is assumed to be one of the inputs to the hash function. By performing the above steps, the hash function can be constructed and then verified by assessing a wide range of address and comparing the output of hash function with the actual mapping between memory addresses and slices. We note that the hash function found for our test machine is the same function founded by [42] for other Intel CPUs with 2^n cores, which is shown in Fig. 4.

†The ring-based architecture has recently been replaced by a mesh architecture in the Intel Xeon processor Scalable family (i.e., Skylake) [48], see §6.

Intel Xeon processor Scalable family is equipped with a different monitoring unit called Caching and Home Agent (CHA).
As discussed previously, due to the difference in paths from each core to the different slices in the LLC, we expected to experience a difference in access time. To verify this hypothesis, we designed a test application to measure the number of cycles needed to access cache lines residing in different slices of LLC from a single core. All of these measurements were made on a system running Ubuntu 16.04 (linux kernel-4.4.0-104) with 128 GB of RAM and two Intel Xeon-E5-2667-v3 processors. Each processor has 8 cores running at 3.2 GHz. The specification of the cache hierarchy in Xeon-E5-2667-v3 is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Intel Xeon-E5-2667 v3 - Cache Specification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cache Level</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>#Ways</th>
<th>#Sets</th>
<th>Index-bits [range]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LLC-Slice</td>
<td>2.5 MB</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>16-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>256 kB</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>14-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>32 kB</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>11-6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To measure the access time from one specific core to a LLC slice, we pin our test application to that core. Then, we allocate a buffer backed by a 1 GB hugepage by using `mmap` and then acquire the physical address of the allocated hugepage via `/proc/self/pagemap` [25, 71]. Next, we try to fill a specific set in L1, L2, and our desired LLC slice. In our test application, only twenty cache lines have been selected because of the set-associativity of this processor’s LLC. Thereafter, we write a fixed value into all of these cache lines and then flush the cache hierarchy by calling the `clflush` instruction to push all of the cache contents to main memory.

To ensure that all twenty cache lines are available in our desired LLC slice we read all of the selected cache lines. As the set-associativity of the L2 and L1 caches is only eight, we start by reading the first eight cache lines, as they probably are not available in the L2 or L1 caches. By measuring the number of cycles needed to read the first eight cache lines, we learn the access time to a specific slice in the LLC. These steps were repeated for all of the cores and all of the slices to find the access time from each core to all LLC slices. Measurements of the number of cycles used the `rdtsc` and `rdtscp` instructions following Intel’s guidelines [54]. To increase the measurement’s accuracy and to prevent other tasks/processes from interfering with these measurements, a single CPU socket was isolated.

We ran the experiment 1000 times for each core and LLC slice pair. Results for all of the cores follow the same behavior. Fig. 5a shows the results for core 0 when the cache lines are read from different LLC slices. These results suggest that LLC access times are *bimodal* since the caches are located on a physical ring bus, e.g., accessing slices 0, 2, 4, and 6 require fewer CPU cycles. Additionally, these results show that reading data from the appropriate slice (that is closest to the CPU core) can save up to ~20 cycles in each access to LLC*, which is equal to 6.25 ns. This saving could be aggregated, as cache misses in lower levels is inevitable for some real-world applications. The aggregated savings can be used to execute useful instructions instead of stalling, i.e., waiting for data to be available to the CPU. Furthermore, the amount of saving is comparable with the time budget for processing small packets being sent at 100 Gbps (i.e., 5.12 ns). Note that the addresses of the cache lines used in this experiment are saved in an array of pointers. Therefore, the measured values may include an additional memory/cache access and these access times are different from the nominal LLC access times stated by Intel (e.g., 34 cycles for the Haswell architecture [12]). However, this extra overhead shows the actual impact of access time on real-world applications, as using pointers is common when programming.

![Figure 5a](image-url) Read.

![Figure 5b](image-url) Write.

We repeated the same experiment for write operations. These results are shown in Fig. 5b. Note that there is no difference in latency for write operations as the updating policy of the CPU is write-back. This policy directs write operations to the L1 cache and upon completion the write-back will be immediately confirmed to the host [69].

3 Slice-aware Memory Management

In this section, we introduce slice-aware memory management, by which an application can ask for memory regions that are mapped to specific LLC slice(s). Applications can utilize our memory management scheme to improve

*Using `rdtscp` and `rdtsc` instructions adds around 32 extra cycles to all measurements, hence we have subtracted this value from all of the results that are reported.*
their performance by allocating memory that is mapped to the most appropriate LLC slice(s), i.e., that have lower access latency. Moreover, slice-aware memory management can also be used to mitigate the noisy neighbor effect and realize isolation, as discussed in §7.

In order to demonstrate the impact of this memory management scheme on the performance of applications, we designed an experiment as follows: (i) a 1 GB hugepage was used to allocate 1.375 MB² non-contiguous memory which maps to a specific slice, (ii) locations in this memory are read/ written randomly (with uniform distribution) for a total of 10000 times in each run. This experiment was run 100 times and compared with normal memory allocation using contiguous memory. Fig. 6a indicates the average speedup in slice-aware memory management for read operations. This result correlates with our previous findings (see Fig. 5a). Although the results in §2.2 showed that writing to different slices did not change the number of cycles per write, Fig. 6b demonstrates that the difference in access times becomes visible with an increasing number of write operations. This behavior is related to the write-back policy since modified cache lines accumulate in L1 and they need to be written to higher level caches, specifically L2 and LLC, when there is not enough space in L1 for newer cache lines. Both experiments use 1 GB hugepages, hence the improvements are not due to fewer TLB misses. It is expected that one would observe the same improvement when using 4 kB or 2 MB pages.

Using multiple cores and larger datasets. To further investigate the potential benefits of slice-aware memory management, we ran the same experiment for different array sizes while running on multiple cores (see Fig. 7). Both Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b suggest that using slice-aware memory management would lead to performance improvement when the working dataset in any given period can be fit into a slice (i.e., 2.5 MB in this architecture). Furthermore, applications with larger datasets can still take advantage of this scheme by putting their most frequently used data in the preferable LLC slice(s). Although we ran these experiments on the Haswell architecture, slice-aware memory management produces the same improvement on the newer architecture (i.e., Skylake), see §6.

Figure 6. Average speedup achieved by core 0 (Xeon-E5-2667 v3) in access time for slice-aware memory management compared to normal memory allocation. The average execution times for 10000 read and write scenarios for normal memory allocation are 2262.38 ms and 5772.35 ms.

Figure 7. Average Operations Per Second (OPS) of the system for different array sizes while using 8 cores on a CPU with Haswell architecture. For slice-aware, each core is allocating the array using the memory mapped to the closest LLC slice. The array elements have been read/ written randomly with uniform distribution generated by uniform_int_distribution class in C++11.

3.1 Applicability

The experiments described in this section show that knowing the mapping between physical addresses and LLC slices can enable developers to further improve the applications’ performance with minor effort. As shown in Fig. 7, improvements are tangible when the per-core working dataset fits into an LLC slice. Many applications can benefit from our proposed memory management scheme, two examples are Key-Value Stores (KVS) and NFV. In this paper, we have focused on NFV, but we will briefly discuss the expected improvements in a KVS.

²Corresponding to half the size of each slice plus the size of L2.
**KVS.** In-memory KVS is a type of database in which clients send a request for a key and server(s) reply with a value. Two common operations supported by a KVS are read & write requests, also known as GET & SET. Real-world KVS workloads are usually skewed and follow a Zipfian (Zipf) distribution [2], i.e., some keys are more frequently accessed, making KVS a candidate for our solution.

We implemented a test application running on top of DPDK to emulate the behavior of a KVS, in which the size of keys and values are 64 B. We ran experiments for different workloads with/without slice-aware memory management. In our setup, the server serves a request only with one CPU core and a client sends requests encapsulated in 128 B TCP packets at high rate to stress the server. We measured the performance of our emulated KVS on the server side so that we could ignore the networking bottlenecks while measuring the impact on request serving rate.

Fig. 8 shows the average Transactions Per Second (TPS) for different GET/SET ratios. For uniform key distribution, the probability of requesting the same key is quite low, which hides the benefits, as most of the requests must be served from DRAM. However, for a skewed workload (i.e., which accesses some keys more frequently), the probability of having a value for a requested key in LLC is higher. In our approach, these values would be available in the closest LLC slice; therefore, a CPU core can serve the requests for the popular keys faster compared to the normal scenario and slice-aware memory management can improve performance by up to ~12.2%. Our measurements show that the average number of cycles required to serve a request while doing 100% GET with skewed distribution is ~160 cycles, which is 34 cycles fewer (~17.5%) than for normal memory management. We believe these results motivate further investigation, as it shows the potential improvements that can be achieved by a slice-aware KVS. However, our experiment does not represent a real-world KVS for several reasons: (i) we have only used one CPU core for receiving & serving the requests, (ii) we have used small keys & values (i.e., 64 B\(^7\)), and (iii) our emulated KVS does not implement all available functions of a KVS. Additional functions might lead to more cache eviction, as they might have a larger memory footprint, which in turn might decrease the expected improvements. A more complete implementation and evaluation of slice-aware KVS remains as future work.

**NFV.** Network Functions (NF) typically perform operations on packets, mostly on packet headers (which can fit into one LLC slice). As a packet is frequently processed by different NFs in a service chain, NFs can potentially take advantage of slice-aware memory management. The rest of this paper proposes CacheDirector to exploit slice-aware memory management and discusses how it can be used to improve the performance of NFV service chains.

### 4 CacheDirector Design & Implementation

This section advances state-of-the-art networking solutions by exploiting Intel’s LLC design together with slice-aware memory management in user-space packet processing. We propose CacheDirector, a network I/O solution that extends DDIO and sends each packet’s header directly to the appropriate slice in the LLC; hence, the CPU core that is responsible for processing a packet can access the packet header in fewer CPU cycles. To show the benefits of CacheDirector, we implement this solution as an extension to DPDK [15]. Note that the concept behind CacheDirector could be applied to other packet processing frameworks. We used DPDK as it was easier to prototype CacheDirector in user-space, but the same approach could be used for kernel network stack optimization. The section begins with some background about DPDK & its memory management libraries and then elaborates the design principles & implementation of CacheDirector.

#### 4.1 Data Plane Development Kit

DPDK is a user-space network I/O framework, first developed by Intel. DPDK enables direct communication between applications and network devices without involving the Linux network stack. Additionally, DPDK offers a set of components and libraries through its Environment Abstraction Layer (EAL) that can be used by DPDK-based applications for packet processing.

During DPDK initialization, the NIC is unbound from the Linux kernel (e.g., Intel NICs) or it uses bifurcated drivers...
After initialization, one or more memory pools (aka mempools) include fixed-size elements (objects), created by the *librte_mempool* library. DPDK’s memory management is non-uniform memory access (NUMA) aware and it applies memory alignment techniques to improve performance. In DPDK, network packets are represented by packet buffers (mbufs) through the *rte_mbuf* structure. Buffer Management allocates and initializes mbufs from available elements in mempools. Each mbuf contains metadata, a fixed-size headroom, and a data segment (used to store the actual network packet), see Fig. 9. The metadata includes message type, length, starting address of the data segment, and userdata. It also contains a pointer to the next buffer. This pointer is needed when using multiple mbufs to handle packets whose size is larger than the data area of a single mbuf. After initializing a driver for all of the receiving and transmitting ports, one or more queues are configured for receiving/transmitting network packets from/to the NIC. These queues are implemented as ring buffers from the available mbufs in mempools. Finally, the receiving ports are set with correct MAC addresses or to promiscuous mode and then DPDK is ready to send and receive network packets.

Communication between an application and NIC is managed in DPDK through a Poll Mode Driver (PMD). PMD provides Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) and uses polling to eliminate the overhead of interrupts. PMD enables DPDK to directly access the NIC’s descriptors for both receiving and transmitting packets. To receive packets, DPDK fetches packet(s) from the NIC’s RX descriptor into its receiving queues when the application periodically checks for new incoming packets. To send packets, the application places the packets into transmitting queues from which DPDK takes packet(s) and pushes them into the NIC’s TX descriptor, see Fig. 9.

**4.2 CacheDirector**

The main objective of CacheDirector is to bring awareness of Intel’s LLC Complex Addressing to DPDK. More specifically, incoming packets are placed into the appropriate LLC slice, thus the core responsible for processing these packets can access them faster. To achieve this goal, the buffer and memory pool manager in DPDK initialize the mbufs so that they will be mapped to the appropriate slice. However, implementing this idea faces some challenges. These challenges and the ways CacheDirector tackles them are described below.

**Small chunks.** Intel’s LLC Complex Addressing maps almost every cache line (64 B) to a different LLC slice. Consequently, it is impossible to send large packets to the appropriate LLC slice without packet fragmentation. To deal with this challenge, CacheDirector ensures that at least the first 64 B of packets, containing the packet’s header, are mapped to the appropriate LLC slice by introducing *dynamic* headroom to the mbufs. As there are some applications which might access a different part of the packet more frequently (e.g., Virtual Extensible LAN and Deep Packet Inspection), CacheDirector can be configured to map any other 64 B portion of the packet to the appropriate LLC slice.

**Dynamic headroom.** CacheDirector can dynamically change the amount of headroom such that the starting address of the data area of an mbuf is at an address which is mapped to the desired LLC slice for each CPU core using that mbuf at runtime, see Fig. 10. However, since DPDK assumes that the headroom is fixed (e.g., 128 B), setting the headroom size to values greater than this will result in a reduction of the data area of mbufs (the default size is 2 kB). If the remaining data area is less than the packet’s size, then DPDK uses multiple mbufs for one packet, which might be an expensive operation as an application needs to traverse a linked-list to access the whole packet. To tackle this, we must find the maximum amount of headroom required for mbufs in order to ensure that no adverse shrinkage of the data area will happen. Therefore, we performed an experiment in which ~12.3 million packets from an actual campus trace were sent to a server and then calculated the distribution of the dynamic mbufs’ headroom sizes. The median of the distribution is 256 B; 95% of the values are less than 512 B; and the maximum needed headroom size is 832 B.

Examining this distribution, we set the default headroom size to 832 B to ensure that the maximum desired data area is available - but this is at the cost of extra memory usage. Note that extra memory usage does not affect performance (e.g., does not increase TLB misses), as memory allocation is done by using hugepages. The distribution of dynamic headroom size might vary on different micro-architectures. However, differences in the distribution and memory wastage is not a big concern, as it can be eliminated by handling the mbuf
would be scalable for up to 16 cores on one CPU, as shown in Table 2. Furthermore, we evaluate CacheDirector while processing different traffic classes combined with two different rates as shown in Figure 10. Later, the NIC driver sets the actual headroom size based on the CPU core that will be fetching a packet from the NIC by using these saved values. For example, when CPU core 2 wants to fetch packet(s) from a NIC, the NIC driver calculates the headroom such that the data segment of the mbuf(s) is in slice 5. It is worth noting that this step is eliminated when mbufs are sorted at the application level.

Mitigating calculation overhead. To avoid unnecessary run time overhead, we calculate the headroom needed to place the data segment of each mbuf into specific LLC slices during DPDK’s initialization phase. These values are saved in the userdata part (i.e., udata64) of the mbuf structure (metadata), see Fig. 10. Later, the NIC driver sets the actual headroom size based on the CPU core that will be fetching a packet from the NIC by using these saved values. For example, when CPU core 2 wants to fetch data from the NIC, the NIC driver looks into the userdata part of each mbuf and sets its headroom according to the pre-calculated value for slice 2. It is worth mentioning that we save the number of cache lines instead of actual headroom size and since 832 (the maximum required headroom size) is 13 cache lines, 4 bits is sufficient for each core. Therefore, our solution would be scalable for up to 16 cores on one CPU, as udata64 is 64 bits in size.

Figure 10. CacheDirector changes to the mbuf structure.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we demonstrate CacheDirector’s effectiveness by evaluating the performance of DPDK with/without CacheDirector functionality for two different types of applications in NFV systems.

Testbed. In our testbed, we use a simple desktop machine as a plain orchestration service (aka pos) for deploying, configuring, and running experiments as well as collecting and analyzing the data (see Fig 11). In addition, we have connected two identical servers, one as load generator (aka LoadGen) and another one as Device under Test (aka DuT) which is running a Virtualized Networking Function (VNF). These two machines have dual Intel Xeon E5-2667 v3 processors (see §2.2), 128 GB of RAM, and a Mellanox ConnectX-4 MT27700 card. The LoadGen has a dual port Mellanox NIC. In all of the experiments on DuT, hyper-threading is disabled, one CPU socket (including 8 CPU cores) on which we run experiments is isolated. The OS is Ubuntu 16.04.4 with Linux kernel v4.4.0-104. In order to implement the CacheDirector functionality in DPDK, we extended DPDK v18.05 and we disabled vectorized PMD.

NFV. To see the impact of CacheDirector on NFV service chains, we evaluate the performance of Metron [33], a state-of-the-art platform for NFV, in the presence of CacheDirector. We implemented two different applications, a simple forwarding and a stateful service chain, using Metron’s extension of FastClick [3]. In our experiments, we use an actual campus trace, in which 26.9% of frames are smaller than 100 B; 11.8% are between 100 & 500 B; and the remaining frames are more than 500 B. These different traffic classes were used together with two different rates as shown in Table 2. Furthermore, we evaluate CacheDirector while the applications are running on different numbers of cores (i.e., from 1 to 8 CPU cores).

Measurement Method. For measuring end-to-end latency, we follow the black box approach explained in [19], where data is collected on the egress/ingress port of the LoadGen to measure throughput and latency. To do so, the LoadGen...
writes a timestamp in each packet’s payload and sends
the packet to the DuT which is running a VNF. After
processing the packets, DuT sends the packets back to the
LoadGen. Upon receiving each packet, the LoadGen reads the
saved timestamp inside each packet’s payload and calculates
throughput and the end-to-end latency for each packet.
This latency is composed of three parts: queuing delay &
processing time at LoadGen; link delay; and queuing delay &
processing time at DuT. CacheDirector only affects the
processing time of packets at the DuT and consequently the
queuing delay on that side. To assess the delays not due to
the DuT, we run a loopback experiment in which two ports
of LoadGen were interconnected back to back (P1 and P2 in
Fig. 11), i.e., traffic sent from one port of LoadGen is received
by the other port without any additional processing. By
doing so, we are able to measure and characterize the effect
of the link latency and extra overheads of the LoadGen, such
as queuing and timestamping cost. From this point on, we
refer to this portion of the end-to-end latency as "loopback"
latency. We measure this latency for all configurations shown
in Table 2 and we removed the minimum value of the
loopback latency from the end-to-end latency in most of
the measurements.

### 5.1 Simple Forwarding

The simple forwarding application swaps the sending and
receiving MAC addresses of the incoming packets and sends
them back to LoadGen. This application assesses the impact
of CacheDirector on stateless or low processing network
functions. We ran this application for different numbers of
cores and different sets of traffic. Here we discuss only the
results for two sets of traffic while using 8 cores on one
CPU socket: (i) five thousand 64 B packets generated by the
FastClick RatedSource module and (ii) mixed-size packets
from the real trace at 100 Gbps (see Table 2 for details).
All other traffic sets (except those related to only 1500 B
packets) show the same behavior, but with different latency
values - because of different packet sizes and consequently
different queuing time at the DuT. The results regarding
1500 B packets will be discussed in §8.

#### 5.1.1 64 B Packets at low rate

CacheDirector only affects the processing time of packets at
the DuT and consequently the queuing delay on that side.
Therefore, to minimize the queuing effect and to see the pure
impact of CacheDirector we send five thousand 64 B packets
at a low rate (i.e., 1000 pps). Fig. 12 shows the variation of
the higher percentiles of end-to-end latency for 50 such runs.
This figure shows that CacheDirector reduces the higher
percentile latencies by around ∼20% which is equal to 1 µs
improvement per packet on the DuT side. It is important to
note that even improvements of 1 µs must not be ignored
since 1 µs is equal to 3200 CPU cycles for a processor running
at 3.2 GHz, which can be utilized to process packets instead
of stalling. This becomes even more critical at 100 Gbps links,
as a server has only 5.12 ns (i.e., ∼17 cycles) to process a 64 B
packets before receiving a new packet.

![Figure 12. End-to-end latency without loopback latency for 64 B packets sent at the rate of 1000 pps. At each percentile, the left box refers to DPDK and the right one DPDK with CacheDirector. The minimum loopback latency is 9 µs.](image)

#### 5.1.2 Mixed-size Packets at 100 Gbps

To assess CacheDirector’s impact at gigabit per second link
speeds, we send packets from the campus trace with mixed-
sizes packets at 100 Gbps. Fig. 13 shows the results of 50
runs, in which we use Receive Side Scaling (RSS) [26] to
distribute packets among 8 cores. The improvement in tail
latencies for mixed-size packets at this rate is even greater
than for 64 B packets. The top row of Table 3 shows the
measured throughput for this experiment. The ∼76 Gbps
limit for the forwarding application is due to the Mellanox
NIC’s limitation for packets smaller than 512 B [79] and other
architectural limitations such as PCIe [50] and DDIO'.

### Table 3. Throughput while sending mixed-size packets at
the rate of 100 Gbps + Average Improvement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Throughput (Gbps)</th>
<th>Improvement (Mbps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple Forwarding</td>
<td>76.58</td>
<td>31.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Router-NAPT-LB (FlowDirector with H/W offloading)</td>
<td>75.94</td>
<td>27.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*DDIO uses a limited number of ways in LLC for I/O. The default number of ways is 2, which is equal to 10% in our CPU that has 20 ways [67].
Figure 13. End-to-end latency and improvement for a simple forwarding application running on 8 cores with mixed-size packets at 100 Gbps with RSS. The minimum loopback latency is 495 µs. The values shows the median of 50 runs. Error bars represent 1st and 3rd quartiles.

5.2 Stateful Service Chain
To show the practicality and benefits of slice-aware memory management, we ran Metron [33] with and without CacheDirector to evaluate the performance of a stateful NFV service chain built from three network functions: a router, a Network Address Port Translation (NAPT), and Load Balancer (LB) using a flow-based Round-Robin policy. For the router we followed Metron’s approach, in which the routing table of the router with 3120 entries is offloaded to the Mellanox NIC by using FlowDirector technology [29], while the remainder of the router’s functionalities are handled in software.

5.2.1 Mixed-size Packets at 100 Gbps
For this evaluation, packets were generated using the campus trace and the results from 50 runs are shown in Fig. 14 (and earlier in Fig. 1). The second row of Table 3 shows the throughput for this experiment. Since the service chain is more memory-intensive compared to the simple forwarding application, the gain becomes more tangible for Router-NAPT-LB. Note that using FlowDirector changes the trend in latency improvements (compare Fig. 13 and Fig. 14). The improvements are increasing for RSS, i.e., the improvement for the 99th percentile is higher than for the 90th percentile. However, the improvements for FlowDirector behaves in the opposite way (i.e., the performance gain is decreasing). We observed that FlowDirector reduces contention in each slice by performing better load balancing compared to RSS for the campus trace that was used. Moreover, we believe that the reason for this behavior may also be related to DDIO’s 10% limit [67] and the slice imbalance (see §8) incurred by RSS.

5.2.2 Tail Latency vs. Throughput
To see the impact of CacheDirector on the not fully-loaded system, we measured the performance of Metron with and without CacheDirector for different loads. Fig. 15 illustrates the data points and fitted curves for this experiment. The
fitted curves are defined as piecewise functions, wherein the lower (Throughput < 37 Gbps) and higher (Throughput ≥ 37 Gbps) parts of data points are fitted to linear and quadratic functions, respectively. The results show that our technique slightly shifts the knee of the tail latency vs. throughput curve, which means CacheDirector would still be beneficial while the system experiences a moderate load (i.e., around 50 Gbps) and before tail latency starts growing dramatically.

5.3 Summary

In this section, we showed that using CacheDirector brings slice-aware memory management to packet processing. Doing so can reduce the average latency by up to ~6% (14 µs) and more importantly tail latencies (90-99\textsuperscript{th} percentiles) by up to ~21.5% (119 µs) for NFV systems. By doing so, we improved the performance of a highly tuned NFV platform that works at the speed of the underlying networking hardware. The reasons for this improvement are as follows:

CacheDirector places the packet header into the appropriate LLC slice. As a result, any time the CPU requires the packet header when it is not present in the L1 and L2 caches but available in LLC, the CPU stalls for fewer cycles waiting for the packet header to be brought into the lower cache levels; therefore, the CPU can process packets faster, which results in more frequent fetching of enqueued packets. Hence, the queuing delay is reduced. CacheDirector offers NFV service providers a tangible gain as they can utilize their system’s capacity more efficiently, while providing a more predictable response-time to their customers and reducing their SLO violations due to reduced tail latencies.

6 Porting to Newer CPU Architectures

Slice-aware memory management is architecture dependent and finding the mapping requires using the uncore performance monitoring unit. However, this unit is likely to be available in most of the current and future Intel processors. In addition, being architecture dependant is a typical requirement for achieving high performance, as any code optimization routinely results in processor dependent code. For instance, any high-quality compiler is aware of the instruction pipeline’s details such as depth, cache sizes, and shadow registers, which might change for different versions of micro-architectures.

We have run most of our experiments on the Haswell architecture, but to prove the portability and feasibility of our solution on newer architectures, we adjusted our code to be compatible with the Skylake architecture. Two doctoral students accomplished this task in two days. Compared to Haswell, there are some important changes in Skylake, some of which affect the cache hierarchy [13, 14, 47, 48, 78]: Firstly, the size of L2 cache is quadrupled to 1 MB (extended L2 by adding 768 kB cache on the outside of the core) and the size of LLC slices is reduced to 1.375 MB. This can be interpreted as some parts of the shared LLC becoming private to each CPU core. Secondly, the ring-based interconnect is replaced by a mesh interconnect. Additionally, the number of slices is not necessarily equal to the number of cores. There are three layouts for CPUs, which have either 10, 18, or 28 slices. Our CPU (Intel Xeon Gold 6134) has 8 cores and 18 slices. Finally, the connection between L2 & LLC is changed to a “non-inclusive” one and LLC acts like a victim cache for L2, hence cache lines will be loaded directly into L2 without being loaded into LLC. When a cache line is evicted from L2, it will be moved to LLC if it is expected to be reused. Later, the cache line can be re-read from LLC to L2, while still remaining in LLC. Despite the shift toward non-inclusiveness, it is important to note that this does not affect DDIO, thus packets are still loaded in LLC, rather than L2 [28, 67]. Therefore, CacheDirector is still expected to be beneficial, but with lower improvements – as the size of L2 has been increased.

Fig. 16 shows the access time differences from core 0 to different slices for the mentioned Skylake CPU, as measured by the same approach discussed in (§2.2) through polling without knowing the hash function. The results have some correlation with those measured for Haswell (see Fig. 5a). The access time difference is again present. However, as the number of slices is more than the number of cores, there are multiple preferable slices for each core, as shown in Table 4.

Our proposed memory management scheme is still expected to be effective when the working dataset is bigger than L2 and smaller than a LLC slice. Furthermore, porting our code to a newer architecture provided us with the opportunity to study slice isolation enabled by slice-aware memory management and comparing it with way isolation.
Table 4. Preferable slices for each core in Intel Xeon Gold 6134. $C_i$ and $S_j$ represents $i^{th}$ core and $j^{th}$ slice, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core</th>
<th>$C_0$</th>
<th>$C_1$</th>
<th>$C_2$</th>
<th>$C_3$</th>
<th>$C_4$</th>
<th>$C_5$</th>
<th>$C_6$</th>
<th>$C_7$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary slice</td>
<td>$S_0$</td>
<td>$S_4$</td>
<td>$S_8$</td>
<td>$S_{12}$</td>
<td>$S_{16}$</td>
<td>$S_{20}$</td>
<td>$S_{24}$</td>
<td>$S_{28}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary slices</td>
<td>$S_0$, $S_4$</td>
<td>$S_1$, $S_{11}$</td>
<td>$S_{13}$</td>
<td>$S_7$, $S_9$, $S_{14}$</td>
<td>$S_{16}$</td>
<td>$S_8$, $S_{15}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Introduced by Cache Allocation Technology (CAT) [51], which will be discussed in the next section.

7 Slice-aware Cache Isolation vs. CAT

Intel recently introduced a technology called CAT, which provides greater control over LLC to address concerns regarding unfair usage of LLC. CAT enables cache isolation and prioritization of applications by allocating different cache ways to different applications. By doing so, the *noisy neighbor effect* can be mitigated to some extent, as allocating a limited number of ways solves the problem of overutilization by an application. However, the effective LLC bandwidth still remains a bottleneck as the noisy neighbor might access LLC more frequently.

Slice-aware memory management can be used to provide cache isolation, or cache partitioning, by allocating different slices rather than cache ways. To compare this approach with CAT, we designed an experiment in which we have two simple applications similar to that discussed in (§3)*. One application acts as a noisy neighbor and we measure the execution time of the other application in different scenarios. Fig. 17 shows these results.

**NoCAT** describes the scenario where both noisy neighbor and our application use normal memory allocation when CAT is disabled, i.e., both use all available LLC ways (11 ways).

**Slice-0 Isolated** describes a scenario in which the main application only uses slice 0 (\(\frac{4}{11} \approx 18\%\) of LLC) and the rest of the ways are used by the noisy neighbor.

**2W Isolated** describes a scenario in which the main application only uses two ways (\(\frac{2}{11} \approx 11.8\%\) of LLC) and the noisy neighbor uses slice 0. It is important to note that we only isolate the application’s working set, thus isolating the code section (instructions and local variables) is not considered in our experiment. However, it would be possible to realize full slice isolation through an abstraction layer (e.g., slice-aware hypervisor) or future H/W support.

Comparing the results of these scenarios, we conclude that slice-aware memory management performs \(-11\%\) better than CAT. Consequently, systems that are not equipped with CAT can use slice-aware memory management, which can provide them the same functionality, but at the cost of memory fragmentation. Moreover, even CAT-enabled systems can benefit from the slice-aware memory management, as it will result in better performance. We believe that these results could motivate vendors to consider extending CAT by making it possible to isolate slices rather than just ways. However, this might require a more thorough evaluation of CAT and slice isolation, which can be done by comparing the performance of known benchmarks (e.g., SPEC CPU benchmarks) for both techniques. Additionally, slice isolation can also be employed in hypervisors (e.g., KVM) to allocate different LLC slices to different virtual machines. These remain as our future work.

---

*We allocate 2 MB, which corresponds to three-fourths of the size of each slice plus the size of L2 in Intel Xeon Gold 6134.
8 Discussion

This section elaborates limitations and other aspects of CacheDirector and slice-aware memory management.

Development effort. Slice-aware memory management is not as complex as it may sound. We developed a library (600 lines of code) which can be used by any application to realize slice-awareness. Implementing CacheDirector in DPDK required less than 200 additional lines of code.

Suggestions for new CPU architectural features. To use slice-aware memory management and CacheDirector for other processors, one must first determine the mapping between different physical addresses and LLC slices. Therefore, the hash function of the processor should be known or the processor should be equipped with a uncore performance monitoring unit (such as CBo or CHA). Moreover, Intel and other vendors might consider introducing a new processor mode in which the hash function is known, the granularity of chunks are increased (e.g., 4 kB pages), or is even programmable. Considering the need for hardware changes in the future data centers [57], we hope this paper will encourage hardware vendors to adopt one or more of these alternatives.

NIC driver support. CacheDirector is implemented in DPDK for the MLX5 driver and does not presently support Vectorized PMD. However, we are planning to extend CacheDirector to support additional NICs.

Noisy neighbor effect. Since LLC is shared among the different cores, having a noisy neighbor degrades performance. In CacheDirector we force part of our data to a single LLC slice, hence the degradation may be more visible than when we are not slice-aware. The noisy neighbor effect is not limited to another application running on a different core. For instance, when DuT is receiving packets with a size of 1500 B, DDIO technology loads the whole packet (of ∼24 cache lines) into different LLC slices, hence previously enqueued packets can be evicted from the LLC when LoadGen sends at 100 Gbps, despite the fact that packets were sent to the LLC by DDIO. This can also happen without CacheDirector, but the probability of eviction in LLC when using CacheDirector is proportional to \( \frac{1}{\text{Number of LLC slice}} \) which is greater than the normal case, i.e., \( \frac{1}{\text{Number of LLC slice}} \).

In practice, one can use multiple slices for memory allocation as §2.2 showed that LLC access times are bimodal, which can result in a lower probability of LLC eviction.

Dealing with data larger than 64 B. Since the purpose of the current hash function in Intel’s Xeon processors is to increase LLC bandwidth by uniformly distributing LLC requests among different slices, the mapping between physical memory and slices changes for almost every cache line (64 B), making it difficult to apply the same technique to certain applications. However, it would still be possible to map larger data to the appropriate LLC slice(s) by using a linked-list and scattering the data. Evaluating these techniques will remain as our future work.

The impact of H/W prefetching. Current H/W prefetchers are designed for contiguous memory allocation schemes, wherein L2 prefetchers such as L2 Hardware Prefetcher and L2 Adjacent Cache Line Prefetcher prefetch only the next cache lines into the L2 cache [74]. Therefore, using slice-aware memory management might not be always beneficial for some applications which have a contiguous memory access pattern. However, there are many applications which have non-contiguous access patterns (e.g., NFV service chains and key-value stores) or some that do not benefit from it [32]. Introducing programmable H/W prefetchers in general purpose processors could make slice-aware memory management even more efficient.

Extra consideration for slice-awareness. Employing slice-aware memory management requires some consideration, as it might cause performance degradation. In short, slice-aware memory management partitions LLC similar to CAT but with a granularity of a slice, which means an application is limited to a smaller portion of LLC, but with faster access, i.e., lower latency. In addition, slice-aware memory management works based on physical address, which can limit the available memory space (similar to page coloring). Therefore, developers should be careful not to create a slice imbalance. It is also important to note that the most appropriate LLC slice is not always the one with the lowest access latency. For instance, multi-threaded applications that have shared data among multiple cores should find a compromise placement and then use the LLC slice(s) which are beneficial for all cores. Additionally, some applications might be affected by thread-migration policies in the operating system. This can be handled by limiting applications to specific cores (e.g., using cgroups-cpusets) or monitoring/migration data (similar to the H/W features suggested by [23, 45]). Furthermore, applications which only use slice-aware memory management for the “hot” data due to their very large working set should employ monitoring/migration techniques to deal with variability of hot data. Taking into account these considerations, there might be additional applications beyond NFV (e.g., slab coloring and compiler/linker optimization), which can benefit from slice-aware memory management. The proper evaluation for generality of our proposed memory management scheme remains as our future work.


9 Related Work

This section discusses other efforts relevant to our work.

Non-Uniform Cache Architecture. Increasing the size of cache leads to non-uniform cache architectures (NUCA), in which different cache portions are accessible with different access latency based on their distance to specific CPU cores. NUCA has been addressed in the literature in different contexts. Several works have proposed hardware-based strategies – mainly by introducing modifications to the CPU architecture – such as data migration, data placement, and data replication [5, 6, 10, 23, 35, 65, 77]. Some other works focus on software-based strategies, such as data layout optimization [41, 87] or compiler optimization [7, 11, 30, 31], to exploit NUCA characteristics to improve performance. However, these works mostly overlook the cache organization of currently available CPUs. Additionally, they are based on assumptions, some of which are not valid for current CPU micro-architectures (e.g., ignoring addressing schemes used in current Intel CPUs), and they are based on simulation. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to exploit the NUCA characteristics of the latest Intel CPUs to improve the performance of applications.

Intel LLC Complex Addressing. Others have tried to reverse engineer the Intel LLC Complex Addressing hash function [1, 27, 39, 42, 61, 84]. These efforts were mainly conducted by the researchers in the security community, who discussed how understanding this addressing makes different classes of attacks (e.g., sandbox and Prime+Probe) practical. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the only one that takes advantage of knowledge of this addressing to improve the system’s performance. We are also the only work to perform precise measurements to evaluate the access time to different LLC slices and show the potential gain that slice-aware memory management enables.

Cache-aware Memory Management. Others have addressed cache-aware memory allocation and memory management with the goal of delivering predictable cache behavior and improving system performance [46]. Many of these works (e.g., [24, 36, 38, 40, 66]) proposed software techniques for cache-aware memory allocation. These works mainly suffer from being limited to a traditional physical addressing scheme where the cache is physically addressed and/or based on application profiling without considering Intel’s LLC Complex Addressing. In contrast, other works (e.g., [60, 85]) extended traditional page coloring to be applicable to Intel’s multi-core architectures that involve a hash-based LLC addressing scheme. However, these works will not be as effective as before on newer architectures (e.g., Haswell and Skylake), as the mapping between LLC slices and physical addresses changes at a finer granularity than 4k-pages. Furthermore, there are a series of works that proposed [6, 51, 75, 76] or exploited [17, 63, 64, 81–83] hardware-based cache partitioning to better use the LLC in order to improve performance. To the best of our knowledge, none of these works considered LLC slice-aware memory management, or slice-aware cache partitioning, and we are the only work that takes advantage of knowledge of Intel’s LLC Complex Addressing for memory management and allocation.

Fast Packet Processing. NFV is a transition toward deploying network functions on general purpose hardware as opposed to using specialized physical boxes. To achieve high throughput and low latency with commodity hardware, NFV applications mostly employ user-space packet processing frameworks to eliminate the costly traditional kernel-based network stack [15, 21, 52, 56]. In addition to user-space I/O frameworks, there have also been efforts to optimize the kernel network stack [18, 22, 59]. Additionally, several efforts have been made to improve NFV application performance when running over user-space I/O frameworks [8, 16, 33, 34, 62, 68, 86]. Furthermore, there are a limited number of works that employed CAT to mitigate noisy neighbor effect and improve NFV performance [70, 72, 73]. Our work can be seen as complementary to these works since none of them considered LLC slice-aware memory management to improve performance.

10 Conclusion

We have proposed slice-aware memory management scheme which exploits the latency differences in accessing different LLC slices, aka NUCA. We also proposed CacheDirector, a network I/O solution which utilizes slice-aware memory management. CacheDirector puts the packet’s header in the slice closest to the CPU core that is going to process the packet. By doing so, CacheDirector increases efficiency and performance, while reducing tail latencies over the state-of-the-art. Moreover, we investigated other potential use cases for our proposed memory management scheme, such as cache isolation and potential improvements in key-value stores. This work conveys a message to the research community that with a little extra attention to memory management and by taking advantage of the LLC’s Complex Addressing, it is possible to boost application performance.
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